
FTDX101MP and 60 meters transmit 
 

*  60 meter transmit is only available via imbedded 60 meter memory channels in the 
firmware. The 5.0 band button nor user created memories on 60 meters will transmit. 
 

 
The use of Firmware 60 Meter channels for transmit are accessed by: 

 
 With radio ON, press the far right V>M button to access the channel memory 

selections. Using the MULTI knob, scroll to the end of the long list. 
 

 The end of the list has 10 channels for 60 Meters USB and CW transmit.  
 

 Select the channel you wish to operate on (traditionally 5.358.500 USB for 60 
meters digital is used), and press the MULTI knob to select/load the channel into 
the VFO. This channel will become the default on subsequent V/M use. 

 
 Exit memories with quick press on the far right V>M button. This ends setup. 

 
 Once setup is done, transmit ability on 60 meters is always available by pressing 

the far left V/M button and 5.358.500 comes up on the display with 5-3 channel 
above the orange USB icon. This indicates channel 5-3 USB is being used. 

 
 Transmit on 60 meters is now available. Remember you need to set Radio Setting, 

Mode SSB, SSB Mod Source to rear if using rear din plugs. 
 

 To exit channel use, press the far left V/M button again.   
---------------------------------------- 

*If the frequency does not stay on 5.358.500 or the 5-3 disappears when switching from 
transmit to receive during computer digital software use, the software is sending the radio 
to out of channel use. There will be no 5-3 above the orange USB icon, this indicates a 
non channel status has been switched in. Non-channel status will result in not 
transmitting even when keyed. In the WSJT Settings/Frequencies section of WSJT, 
insert 60 meters and use freq 5.38500 MHz. 
 
The solution is turning Radio/Rig control to None in the WSJT software (File, Settings, 
Radio, Rig, None) during 60 meter use. Turn the Rig to None before going to the 60 
meter channel when operating 60 meters in WSJT. PTT will have to be RTS, not CAT 
since radio is set on None.  Remember to set the mode to SSB on the radio, otherwise it 
will key but no audio. Set WSJT freq to 60 Meters, this enables it to label and log 
contacts as 60 meters although it is not communicating with the radio VFO, it is running 
PTT and sound card. Upon leaving 60 meters, via settings, change the setting from None 
back to your Radio and CAT back on. 
 
A updated software rig control file might solve this in WSJT if CAT commands are 
available for channel use. 
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